
vitamin c 20% cosmopod® 
twist-off capsules   

Product Description
High potency Vitamin C 20% CosmoPod® Twist-Off Capsules delivers a highly concentrated, 
effective amount to the skin for best results. This scientifically designed formulation 
combines the power of pure Vitamin C and Plant Stem Cells to reduce the signs of aging.  

Clinical Results Across All Tested Conditions 
Based on Instrumental Data

Chemical Stability for Vitamin C 20%

DEVELOPMENT                  DELIVERY                       SUPPLY

beauty

cosmetic efficacy testing

number of tested subjects: 
30 individuals. 10 individuals 
with sensitive skin (based 
on lactic acid sting test)

age: Between 30 and 65 years

duration: 8 weeks

sex: Female

frequency: Once daily

data collection periods: Initial 
start, 4 weeks, 8 weeks
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result: After 8 weeks of treatment, the product was found to significantly improve skin firmness and elasticity, appearance 
of dark age spot and skin radiance, while significantly decreasing skin roughness, wrinkle depth and lifting-up facial contour.

result: Vitamin C 20% fill inside the 
CosmoPod® capsules was analyzed 
by assay and the fill was found to be 
very stable across all test conditions.
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more products. 
better treatments. 
reliably supplied.™

Discover more solutions at catalent.com/beauty 
global + 1 888 SOLUTION (765-8846)   

eu 00800 88 55 6178  
solutions@catalent.com 

retinol high potency cosmopod® 
twist-off capsules   

Product Description
High potency Retinol CosmoPod® Twist-Off Capsules delivers a highly concentrated, effective 
amount to the skin for best results. The concept is a treatment with the benefit of slow 
release MICROSPONGE‰ technology to deliver Retinol in combination with other actives.  

Chemical Stability High Potency Retinol

cosmetic efficacy testing

number of tested subjects: 20

age: Between 37 and 59 years

duration: 8 weeks

sex: Female

frequency: Twice daily

data collection periods: Initial 
start, 4 weeks, 8 weeks. 

result: After 8 weeks of treatment, the product was found to significantly increase skin hydration, 
radiance, elasticity, smoothness & firmness, while significantly decreasing wrinkle depth.

result: High potency Retinol fill inside the CosmoPod® capsules was analyzed by assay and the fill was found to be very 
stable across all test conditions.
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Clinical Results Across All Tested Conditions Based on 
Instrumental Data 
Mean variation of improvement vs. initial conditions (%)
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